In addition to the 40 years of the SBPA and the registration in the International Standard Serial Number, Junguiiana also celebrates having obtained B2 classification in Qualis metric; recognition of its importance in the field of psychology for the national public.

In response to requests, as of this edition, the editorial board changed its norms, returning to provide the rejected texts, hoping in this way to produce greater dialogue with the authors.

Volume 36/2 begins with the article “The seven dynamics of consciousness, hominization, spiritual intelligence and the process of individuation” which proposes the existence of three new dynamics of consciousness, in addition to the four currently described by Analytic Psychology. In “The error in Analytical Psychology: shadow or light?” the author discusses to what extent the pursuit of the right, of the ideal model, can impede the development of the intrapsychic movement. “Dreams study of pediatric oncology patients” collected dreams of children aged 10 to 12 years in order to relate the common elements and/or themes to the dreams of children in this delicate condition. “The skin we are and the skin we feel” addresses the roles of skin, touch and touch in the development and structuring of consciousness and what it calls “symbolic skin” or “psychic skin.” We conclude with two reviews: “The banquet of the psyche” and “Death and mourning – Psychiatry without drugs and mythical illnesses in the cinema.”

Believing in the importance of the participation of Brazilian production, in Analytical Psychology, in the international community, Junguiiana is again published in Portuguese and one more language, which may be English or Spanish.

Good reading!
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